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Meanings of Maple

2017-09-01

in meanings of maple michael a lange provides a cultural analysis of maple syrup making known in vermont as sugaring to illustrate how
maple syrup as both process and product is an aspect of cultural identity readers will go deep into a vermont sugar bush and its web
of plastic tubes mainline valves and collection tanks they will visit sugarhouses crammed with gas evaporators and reverse osmosis
machines and they will witness encounters between sugar makers and the tourists eager to invest vermont with mythological fantasies
of rural simplicity so much more than a commodity study meanings of maple frames a new approach for evaluating the broader
implications of iconic foodways and it will animate conversations in food studies for years to come

State Crimes Against Democracy

2012-12-15

assembles leading theorists of a new paradigm of political theory state crimes against democracy undertaking judicious and devoted
hacking exposing the elusive nodes and circuitry that propagate elite dominance in world affairs and what can be done to restore the
demos to democracy

The Institutes of Justinian

1883

cities are staging more events than ever within this macro trend there is another less acknowledged trend more events are being staged in
public spaces some events have always been staged in parks streets and squares but in recent years events have been taken out of
traditional venues and staged in prominent urban spaces this is favoured by organisers seeking more memorable and more spectacular
events but also by authorities who want to animate urban space and make it more visible this book explains these trends and outlines
the implications for public spaces events play a positive role in our cities but turning public spaces into venues is often controversial
events can denigrate as well as animate city space they are part of the commercialisation privatisation and securitisation of public
space noted by commentators in recent years the book focuses on examples from london in particular but it also covers a range of
other cities from the developed world events at different scales are addressed and there is dedicated coverage of sports events and
cultural events this topical and timely volume provides valuable material for higher level students researchers and academics from
events studies urban studies and development studies

Events in the City

2015-11-19

this book examines a rapidly emerging new topic in urban settlement patterns the role of shrinking cities much coverage is given to
declining fertility rates ageing populations and economic restructuring as the factors behind shrinking cities but there is also reference
to resource depletion the demise of single company towns and the micro location of environmental hazards the contributions show that
shrinkage can occur at any scale from neighbourhood to macro region and they consider whether shrinkage of metropolitan areas as a
whole may be a future trend also addressed in this volume is the question of whether urban shrinkage policies are necessary or effective
the book comprises four parts world or regional issues with reference to the european union and latin america national case studies the
united states india china korea taiwan germany romania and estonia city case studies detroit buffalo cleveland naples belfast and halle
and broad issues such as the environmental consequences of shrinking cities this book will be of interest to scholars and practitioners
working in the fields of urban studies economic geography and public policy

Shrinking Cities

2014-03-14

after the nixon and ford administrations liberal democrats hoped jimmy carter s election in 1976 would restore the new deal agenda in
the white house instead during four tumultuous years in office carter endorsed many of the fiscal and economic policies later espoused
by his republican successor ronald reagan but carter also backed most new deal social programs and however reluctantly pursued a
traditional containment foreign policy in this book more than a dozen eminent scholars provide a balanced overview of key elements of
carter s presidency examining the significance of his administration within the context of evolving american policy choices after world
war ii they seek not only to understand the troubled carter presidency but also to identify the changes that precipitated and
accompanied the demise of the new deal order by the time carter took office many americans had become disenchanted with big government
and welfare spending and his presidency is viewed in these pages as a transitional administration as this volume demonstrates carter s
dilemma emerged from his effort to steer a course between traditional expectations of federal government and new political and
economic realities while most of the contributors agree that his administration may be justly criticized for failing to find that course
they generally conclude that carter was more successful than his critics acknowledge these thirteen original essays cover such topics
as the economy trade and industrial policies welfare reform energy environment civil rights feminism and foreign policy they offer
thoughtful assessments of carter s performance focusing on policy both as cause and effect of the post industrial transformation of
american society that shadowed his administration a final essay shows how carter s public spirited post presidential career has made him
one of america s greatest ex presidents grounded on research conducted at the carter library the carter presidency is an incisive
reassessment of an isolated democratic administration from the vantage point of twenty years it is a milestone in the historical
appraisal of that administration inviting us to take a new look at jimmy carter and see what his presidency represented for a
dramatically changing america
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The Carter Presidency

1998

the two volume set lnicst 169 and 170 constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the second international
internet of things summit iot 360 2015 held in rome italy in october 2015 the iot 360 is an event bringing a 360 degree perspective on
iot related projects in important sectors such as mobility security healthcare and urban spaces the conference also aims to coach
involved people on the whole path between research to innovation and the way through to commercialization in the iot domain this
volume contains 62 revised full papers at the following four conferences the international conference on safety and security in internet
of things saseiot the international conference on smart objects and technologies for social good goodtechs the international
conference on cloud networking for iot systems cn4iot and the international conference on iot technologies for healthcare healthyiot

Internet of Things. IoT Infrastructures

2016-11-17

as humans we have stewardship over the environment man s dominion does not mean a license to abuse spoil squander or destroy future
cultures will be able to reach their potential only if this generation remembers that sustainable land use is a combination of economics
ecology and social justice our ancestors survived due to an innate sense of oneness whereby they helped each other for them everything
was holy sustaining desired ecological economic and social conditions in the system is a big challenge but not an impossible task this
book presents chapters by scientists from different disciplines from the mediterranean basin and its environs it presents updated
information and highlights the way forward for the fields of economy environment and ecology making this book a very useful source
for people working in these different disciplines contributions have been prepared by experts in these respective fields the book also brings
to the fore important future tasks for these particular disciplines and provides up to date references tables and figures illustrating
research findings as such this volume is a must read for students researchers and professionals in environmental sciences ecology
forestry geography and other related fields

Tourism, Environment and Ecology in the Mediterranean Region

2014-09-26

subaltern geographies is the first book length discussion addressing the relationship between the historical innovations of subaltern
studies and the critical intellectual practices and methodologies of cultural urban historical and political geography this edited
volume explores this relationship by attempting to think critically about space and spatial categorizations editors tariq jazeel and
stephen legg ask what methodological philosophical potential does a rigorously geographical engagement with the concept of
subalternity pose for geographical thought whether in historical or contemporary contexts and what types of craft are necessary
for us to seek out subaltern perspectives both from the past and in the present in so doing subaltern geographies engages with the
implications for and impact on disciplinary geographical thought of subaltern studies scholarship as well as the potential for such
thought in the process it probes new spatial ideas and forms of learning in an attempt to bypass the spatial categorizations of
methodological nationalism and eurocentrism

Subaltern Geographies

2019

demographics has become a critical dimension of the work of many journalists business professionals and government analysts and
managers yet those who are not professional demographers often find locating and effectively using demographics difficult written by
leading authorities demographics provides a single volume resource that is readily understandable by everyone it describes and
demonstrates how students and working professionals can obtain use and communicate demographic information effectively consisting
of ten chapters organized into four sections on basic demographic concepts definitions and methods this book includes sources of
demographic and economic data as well as explanations and examples of how to effectively and accurately use them

Demographics

2015-12-03

starting with only four hosts in 1969 the internet consisted of more than 56 million hosts by the end of 1999 in 1993 the world wide
was only 130 sites strong six years later it boasted more than seven million sites despite this explosive growth of the internet and
computer technology little is known about the social implications of computer mediated communications in this work the author uses
social science theory to evaluate the social transformations taking place today she asks whether human beings use the internet to
change basic social institutions and if so whether these changes are a matter of degree only or represent an overthrow of previous
modes of organizing the work examines the rise of the internet as the logical extension of the industrial revolution and urbanization
consistent with the basic tenets of modernity and offers a new conceptual framework through which to understand the internet

The Internet and Social Change

2017-07-06

place and community based education an approach to teaching and learning that starts with the local addresses two critical gaps in
the experience of many children now growing up in the united states contact with the natural world and contact with community it
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offers a way to extend young people s attention beyond the classroom to the world as it actually is and to engage them in the process
of devising solutions to the social and environmental problems they will confront as adults this approach can increase students
engagement with learning and enhance their academic achievement envisioned as a primer and guide for educators and members of the public
interested in incorporating the local into schools in their own communities this book explains the purpose and nature of place and
community based education and provides multiple examples of its practice the detailed descriptions of learning experiences set both within
and beyond the classroom will help readers begin the process of advocating for or incorporating local content and experiences into
their schools

Place- and Community-Based Education in Schools

2014-04-08

basing his discussion on everyday life in france lefebvre shows the degree to which our lived in world and sense of it are shaped by
decisions about which we know little and in which we do not participate

Everyday Life in the Modern World

2010-07-15

this book brings to light central topics that are neglected in current histories and theories of architecture and urbanism these include
the role of imitation in earlier centuries and its potential role in present practice the necessary relationship between architecture
urbanism and the rural districts and their counterpart in the civil order that builds and uses what is built the narrative traces two
models for the practice of architecture one follows the ancient model in which the architect renders his service to serve the interests of
others it survives and is dominant in modernism the other first formulated in the fifteenth century by leon battista alberti has the
architect use his talent in coordination with others to contribute to the common good of a republican civil order that seeks to
protect its own liberty and that of its citizens palladio practiced this way and so did thomas jefferson when he founded a uniquely
american architecture the counterpart to the nation s founding this narrative gives particular emphasis to the contrasting
developments in architecture on the opposite sides of the english channel the book presents the value for clients and architects today
and in the future of drawing on history and tradition it stresses the importance indeed the urgency of restoring traditional practices so
that we can build just beautiful and sustainable cities and rural districts that will once again assist citizens in living not only
abundantly but also well as they pursue their happiness

Architecture, Liberty and Civic Order

2016-03-09

pristine mountain lakes dramatic coastlines and unforgettable national forests moon pacific northwest camping has a spot for you
inside you ll find a campsite for everyone a variety of campgrounds and rv parks from family friendly car camping to secluded hike ins
plus dog friendly and wheelchair accessible options ratings and essentials campsites are rated on a helpful scenic scale and marked with
amenities like restrooms trailhead access picnic areas laundry piped water showers and playgrounds recreation highlights discover
nearby hiking swimming fishing water skiing whitewater rafting hot springs and options for winter sports maps and directions easy to use
maps and detailed driving directions for each campground trusted advice expert outdoorsman tom stienstra is always on the move
having traveled thousands of miles across washington and oregon over the past 25 years tips and tools information on equipment food
and cooking first aid and insect protection as well as background information on the climate landscape and history of the campsites in
depth coverage moon pacific northwest camping covers oregon and washington including the olympic peninsula and the washington coast
seattle and puget sound the northern and southern cascades northeastern washington the columbia river gorge and mount rainier
southeastern washington the oregon coast portland and the willamette valley mount hood and northeastern and southeastern oregon
whether you re a veteran camper or pitching a tent for the first time with moon s comprehensive coverage and strategic advice you ll be
ready for your next adventure sticking to the rv try moon west coast rv camping can t get enough of the northwest try moon
washington camping or moon oregon camping

Railway Record

1884
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Moon Pacific Northwest Camping

2018-06-26

the quantum of explanation advances a bold new theory of how explanation ought to be understood in philosophical and cosmological
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inquiries using a complete interpretation of alfred north whitehead s philosophical and mathematical writings and an interpretive
structure that is essentially new auxier and herstein argue that whitehead has never been properly understood nor has the depth and
breadth of his contribution to the human search for knowledge been assimilated by his successors this important book effectively applies
whitehead s philosophy to problems in the interpretation of science empirical knowledge and nature it develops a new account of
philosophical naturalism that will contribute to the current naturalism debate in both analytic and continental philosophy auxier and
herstein also draw attention to some of the most important differences between the process theology tradition and whitehead s
thought arguing in favor of a whiteheadian naturalism that is more or less independent of theological concerns this book offers a clear
and comprehensive introduction to whitehead s philosophy and is an essential resource for students and scholars interested in american
philosophy the philosophy of mathematics and physics and issues associated with naturalism explanation and radical empiricism

��5.0 �����������������������������

2020-03-24

in this beautifully constructed middle grade novel told half in prose and half in verse lauren prides herself on being a good sister and
sierra is used to taking care of her mom when lauren s parents send her brother to a therapeutic boarding school for teens on the autism
spectrum and sierra moves to a foster home in lauren s wealthy neighborhood both girls are lost until they find a deep bond with each
other but when lauren recruits sierra to help with a robin hood scheme to raise money for autistic kids who don t have her family s
resources sierra has a lot to lose if the plan goes wrong lauren must learn that having good intentions isn t all that matters when
you battle injustice and sierra needs to realize that sometimes the person you need to take care of is yourself

The Quantum of Explanation

2017-03-31

this book aims to present an analysis of the role of revolution in international politics concerning itself with the time frame from the
french revolution up to the fall of the iron curtain this book covers the study of revolution itself the importance of globalisation
interdependence and non state actors and the change in the nature of international politics theory

Every Shiny Thing

2018-04-17

this book discusses the challenges in the convergence of technologies as the internet of things iot evolves these include sensing
computing information processing networking and controlling intelligent technologies the contributors first provide a survey of
various assessment and evaluation approaches available for successful convergence they then go on to cover several operational
ideas to apply the contributors then discuss the challenges involved bridging gaps in computation and the communication process hidden
networks intelligent decision making human to machine perception and large scale iot environments the contributors aim to provide the
reader an overview of trends in iot in terms of performability and traffic modeling and efforts that can be spent in assessing the graceful
degradation in iot paradigms provides a survey of iot assessment and evaluation approaches covers new and innovative operational
ideas that apply to the iot industry and the industries it affects includes chapters from researchers and industry leaders in iot from
around the world

Revolution and International Politics

2016-10-06

what is the role of water in the conversion of former industrial areas how is water used in engaging the public to experience these sites
both as physical and cultural places can ecological design foster the coexistence of industry and environment the book addresses these
core questions by examining the impact of the former oregonian industry 1830 1940 on the willamette river landscape and discussing
how projects of transformation interpret the triangular interplay among industry landscape and water this book is a source of
suggestions and ideas for scholars students and professionals in architecture landscape architecture planning and their related fields
who want to manage the urban landscapes successfully

Outlines of Land Economics

1922

timed to coincide with the release of walter isaacson s latest biography on the famous painter and inventor as well as the latest
thriller in dan brown s da vinci code series this book includes 101 in depth facts about leonardo da vinci 101 things you didn t know
about da vinci provides you with all the fascinating facts you didn t know about the famous artist inventor and creator of the mona
lisa and the vitruvian man including details about his personal life information about his inventions and art his interactions with his
contemporaries and his impact on the world since his death some facts include da vinci was left handed and wrote from right to left even
writing his letters backwards da vinci s the last supper started peeling off the wall almost immediately upon completion due to a
combination of the type of paint leonardo used and the humidity among leonardo s many inventions and creations was a mechanical lion
he created to celebrate the coronation of king fran�ois i of france whether you re seeking inspiration information or interesting and
entertaining facts about history s most creative genius 101 things you didn t know about da vinci has just what you re looking for
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Performability in Internet of Things

2018-08-22

climate change and ecological instability have the potential to disrupt human societies and their futures cultural social and ethical
life in all societies is directed towards a future that can never be observed and never be directly acted upon and yet is always
interacting with us thinking and acting towards the future involves efforts of imagination that are linked to our sense of being in the
world and the ecological pressures we experience the three key ideas of this book ecologies ontologies and mythologies help us
understand the ways people in many different societies attempt to predict and shape their futures each chapter places a different
emphasis on the linked domains of environmental change embodied experience myth and fantasy politics technology and intellectual
reflection in relation to imagined futures the diverse geographic scope of the chapters includes rural nepal the islands of the pacific
ocean sweden coastal scotland north america and remote rural and urban australia this book will appeal to researchers and students
in anthropology sociology environmental studies cultural studies psychology and politics

Ghost industries

2018-08-03

metrospiritual the geography of church planting is about church planting in the city there is an outpouring of new expressions of church
being started throughout metro areas across north america where are these new churches being started maybe a more subterranean
question is why why are churches being started where they are and why is there is a bias towards one part of the city and an overall
neglect of other parts metrospiritual explores these questions and more as it builds off of recent research and surveys of hundreds of
church planters in seven large cities in the united states and canada there is a deeper look at pivotal issues such as gentrification the
creative class community transformation urban renewal and the role new churches play in all of these

101 Things You Didn't Know about Da Vinci

2018-01-16

volume 2 in the two volume set about overcoming the odds in african american education

The Law Journal Reports

1889

die stadt ist ein begriff der eine ganze welt im schlepptau halt eine semantische verdichtung mittels derer sich nicht nur wahrnehmungen
bilder und erfahrungen sondern auch kulturelle wissensbestande produzieren und organisieren lassen obwohl stadte seit 10 000 jahren
physisch prasent sind ist der streit um den ontologischen status der stadt langst nicht entschieden die frage nach einem vorgangigen
gegenstand stadt heute umstrittener denn je dabei lasst sich kaum ein problem identifizieren dass nicht an und in den stadten imaginiert
worden ware in den stadten verweilt das gedachtnis der menschheit stadte sind weltanschauungen lebensformen philosophien raume des
begehrens arenen der macht und ihres verfalls

The Law Times Reports

1908

a critical resource for approaching sustainability across the disciplines sustainability and social justice remain elusive even though
each is unattainable without the other across the industrialized west and the global south unsustainable practices and social
inequities exacerbate one another how do social justice and sustainability connect what does sustainability mean and most
importantly how can we achieve it with justice this volume tackles these questions placing social justice and interdisciplinary
approaches at the center of efforts for a more sustainable world contributors present empirical case studies that illustrate how
sustainability can take place without contributing to social inequality from indigenous land rights climate conflict militarization and
urban drought resilience the book offers examples of ways in which sustainability and social justice strengthen one another through an
understanding of history diverse cultural traditions and complexity in relation to race class and gender this volume demonstrates
ways in which sustainability can help to shape better and more robust solutions to the world s most pressing problems blending
methods from the humanities environmental sciences and the humanistic social sciences this book offers an essential guide for the next
generation of global citizens a critical resource for approaching sustainability across the disciplines sustainability and social justice
remain elusive even though each is unattainable without the other across the industrialized west and the global south unsustainable
practices and social inequities exacerbate one another how do social justice and sustainability connect what does sustainability mean
and most importantly how can we achieve it with justice this volume tackles these questions placing social justice and interdisciplinary
approaches at the center of efforts for a more sustainable world contributors present empirical case studies that illustrate how
sustainability can take place without contributing to social inequality from indigenous land rights climate conflict militarization and
urban drought resilience the book offers examples of ways in which sustainability and social justice strengthen one another through an
understanding of history diverse cultural traditions and complexity in relation to race class and gender this volume demonstrates
ways in which sustainability can help to shape better and more robust solutions to the world s most pressing problems blending
methods from the humanities environmental sciences and the humanistic social sciences this book offers an essential guide for the next
generation of global citizens
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Environmental Change and the World's Futures

2015-08-27

illustrated by osbert lancaster according to the guardian one of the great english comic artists of the twentieth century this is an
unmissable treasure for lovers of london and of design arranged by hour of the day it guides the reader around 1950s london from
morning walk to evening visit to a turkish bath and late night taxi home including many stately homes and restaurants

The Law Times Reports of Cases Decided in the House of Lords, the Privy Council, the
Court of Appeal ... [new Series].

1884

america s founding fathers shared similar beliefs on the nature of civic life and the character of those supposed to be able to self govern
although they studied the failed republics of the ancient world they believed that classical ideals were still applicable to politics this
unique contribution to the literature on american founding gathers leading thinkers who set out not to relate its history but its
intellectual underpinnings they explore the founding fathers assumptions about civic life human nature political institutions private
morality aesthetics education and history chapters on natural law the judeo christian conception of human nature the influence of
aristotle and cicero the symbolic role of architecture and the importance of education help understand the foundations that led to the
declaration of independence and a constitutional charter that aimed to be universal in its human aspirations this authoritative work
provides a conservative response to more liberal interpretations of america it will enrich the debate on civic life and be a key resource
to anyone interested in america s experiment in ordered liberty

Metrospiritual

2011-02-24

this volume proposes a theoretical grounding for the study of cities and the people who live and work in them using a threefold
interdisciplinary approach to urban identities which links agency space and structure the book examines the work of three major urban
theorists

In Business

1997

contains the 4th session of the 28th parliament through the session of the parliament

Surmounting All Odds - Vol. 2

2000-09-01

a history of the development of transportation systems with suggestions for further efficiency provided by publisher

Die Wirklichkeit der St�dte

2005

The Arboricultural Journal

2000

Outlines of Land Economics: Characteristics and classification of land

1922

Sustainability

2018-07-03

London Night and Day, 1951

2014-08-10
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The American Founding

2012-06-28

The Promise of the City

2001

Parliamentary Debates (Hansard).

1976

The Transportation Experience

2014-03
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